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ABSTRACT
We present a multi-wavelength study of GRB 081008, at redshift 1.967, by Swift, ROTSE-III, and Gamma-Ray
Burst Optical/NearInfrared Detector. Compared to other Swift GRBs, GRB 081008 has a typical gamma-ray
isotropic equivalent energy output (∼1053 erg) during the prompt phase, and displayed two temporally separated
clusters of pulses. The early X-ray emission seen by the Swift X-Ray Telescope was dominated by the softening
tail of the prompt emission, producing multiple flares during and after the Swift Burst Alert Telescope detections.
Optical observations that started shortly after the first active phase of gamma-ray emission showed two consecutive
peaks. We interpret the first optical peak as the onset of the afterglow associated with the early burst activities. A
second optical peak, coincident with the later gamma-ray pulses, imposes a small modification to the otherwise
smooth light curve and thus suggests a minimal contribution from a probable internal component. We suggest
the early optical variability may be from continuous energy injection into the forward shock front by later shells
producing the second epoch of burst activities. These early observations thus provide a potential probe for the
transition from the prompt phase to the afterglow phase. The later light curve of GRB 081008 displays a smooth
steepening in all optical bands and X-ray. The temporal break is consistent with being achromatic at the observed
wavelengths. Our broad energy coverage shortly after the break constrains a spectral break within optical. However,
the evolution of the break frequency is not observed. We discuss the plausible interpretations of this behavior.
Key words: gamma-ray burst: individual (GRB 081008)

2009; Evans et al. 2009), as observed for the pre-Swift bursts.
Another common but unexpected phenomena are the X-ray
flares (Chincarini et al. 2007; Falcone et al. 2007) superimposed
on the smoothly decaying segments observed for about half of
the bursts. Their short timescale variability is hard to produce
externally at a large distance from the progenitor. All these
features, perhaps explained by the delayed large angle internal
emission (e.g., Kumar & Panaitescu 2000; Liang et al. 2006;
Zhang et al. 2007), continuous injection of energy (e.g., Rees
& Meszaros 1998; Sari & Mészáros 2000; Zhang et al. 2006;
Liang et al. 2007), delayed internal shocks or central engine
activity (Chincarini et al. 2007; Falcone et al. 2007; Krühler
et al. 2009, and references therein), suggest associations with
central engine properties. It is likely that the central engine is
active for much longer than previously believed.
At optical wavelengths, an initial rising optical counterpart
is detected for a significant fraction of bursts (Molinari et al.
2007; Panaitescu & Vestrand 2008; Oates et al. 2009; Klotz

1. INTRODUCTION
The fast and precise localizations of gamma-ray bursts
(GRBs) provided by the Swift Burst Alert Telescope (BAT;
Gehrels et al. 2004) in hard X-rays have enabled follow-up
observations in longer wavelengths during the burst or shortly
after its cessation for an increasing number of events. These
observations, both from ground and from the narrow-field
instruments on board Swift, have revealed features that were
not observed in the pre-Swift era. In X-rays, a canonical light
curve (Nousek et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 2006; O’Brien et al.
2006) starts with a rapidly decaying phase that is too steep
to be explained by the standard external blast wave model.
This phase is often followed by a slowly decaying period,
shallower than expected from the same external shock model.
Only after this, the light curves show the normal decay and
sometimes a late break, often interpreted as a jet break (see,
e.g., Willingale et al. 2007; Liang et al. 2008; Racusin et al.
870
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et al. 2009; Rykoff et al. 2009; Krühler et al. 2009; Greiner et al.
2009; Guidorzi et al. 2009). The temporal behaviors generally
agree with predictions of the fireball forward shock model (Sari
& Piran 1999; Meszaros 2006) before the onset of the shock
deceleration. Alternatively, a rising afterglow can be attributed
to emission in a collimated afterglow, viewed from outside
the initial jet opening angle, when the shock decelerates and
the relativistic beaming angle widens (Panaitescu & Vestrand
2008). A variety of light curve shapes, including ones with
a wide peak or plateau phase, can be accommodated in this
model by combination of the jet geometry and the viewing
angle. Such signature of early external shock emission is not
observed in X-ray, because the accompanying X-ray emission
is likely obscured by the dominating internal emission. Optical
observations thus provide important clues about the onset of the
afterglow because emission from the external shock appears to
dominate the optical emission from early times.
During the burst, optical flares apparently correlated with the
hard X-ray emission are observed for several events (Vestrand
et al. 2005, 2006; Page et al. 2007; Yuan et al. 2008). High timeresolution data play a key role in studying the real correlation
between the low and high energy emission. Such observations in
optical, however, are only feasible for either a once-in-a-decade
event, like the “naked eye” burst GRB 080319B (Racusin et al.
2008b), which was bright enough to be detected by a surveying
very wide field optical instrument, or a bright burst lasting long
enough in a usual follow-up scenario (including when the Swift/
BAT is triggered on a pre-cursor). For a number of other events,
an optical flare unrelated to the high energy emission is detected
(e.g., Akerlof et al. 1999) or a monotonic decaying transient
is observed at a flux level consistent with back-extrapolation
from later observations (e.g., Rykoff et al. 2005). These provide
evidence that, at least in some cases, emission from the external
shock dominates the prompt optical observations. Such diverse
behaviors suggest that both internal and external shock emission
may contribute to the prompt optical detections but their relative
strengths vary from event to event.
GRB 081008, at a redshift of 1.967, is a typical long-lasting
burst detected by Swift/BAT that provides a rare opportunity
to study the optical characteristics during the prompt phase.
ROTSE-IIIc started imaging only 42 s after the burst trigger
and before the second epoch of major gamma-ray emission. An
initially rising optical transient was observed, followed by two
peaks, the latter coincident with a gamma-ray peak. Swift slewed
immediately, and the X-Ray Telescope (XRT) and the UV/
Optical Telescope (UVOT) started observing during the second
optical peak, providing well-sampled data at early times and
followed the event until it dropped below the detection threshold
(see Figure 1). At about 13 ks after the burst, Gamma-Ray Burst
Optical/NearInfrared Detector (GROND) started observing the
afterglow in its seven optical/IR channels. The excellent energy
coverage from IR to X-ray allows us to model the spectral
energy distribution (SED) with an intrinsic broken power law,
although the evolution of the spectral shape is not restricted.
The overall behavior of the observed afterglow is consistent
with being achromatic, while there is some hint of a slightly
steeper temporal decay in the X-rays after the break.
In the following sections, we first summarize the Swift,
ROTSE-III and GROND observations in Section 2. We then
present the multi-wavelength spectral and temporal analysis
at selected epochs during the prompt and afterglow phases in
Section 3. We next discuss the interpretations of the observations
in Section 4 and finally conclude in Section 5. Throughout the
paper, we adopt the convention that the flux density can be
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described as fν ∝ t −α ν −β , where α and β are the corresponding
temporal and spectral power-law indices. Note that a negative
α represents a rising light curve while a positive β, equal to the
photon index minus 1, corresponds to a spectrum that falls with
increasing energy. We assume a standard cosmology model with
the Hubble parameter H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1 and the density
parameters Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7. All quoted errors are 1σ (68%
confidence), unless otherwise stated.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
2.1. BAT
Swift BAT was triggered by GRB 081008 on 19:58:09.4 UT
(Trigger 331093; Racusin et al. 2008a). We refer to this time as
the trigger time, Ttrigger . The BAT data were analyzed using the
standard analysis software distributed within FTOOLS, version
6.5.1. The command batgrbproduct was first run to provide the
basic set of products. This analysis found the emission to be
detected from Ttrigger −65.2 s and we therefore adopt this time as
the onset of the burst T0 . Such a shift of the reference time only
affects our analysis of the prompt and the very early afterglow,
but we use it throughout the paper to be consistent.
Figure 1 shows the BAT flux density (at 71 keV) interpolated
using the mean spectral index. The counts are binned with a
minimum signal-to-noise ratio of 6 and a maximum bin size
of 20 s. The light curve displays a weak component decaying
from T0 , two bright structured peaks at T0 + ∼65 s and T0 +
∼175 s and a fainter peak at T0 + ∼125 s. The emission drops
below the BAT detection threshold at T0 + ∼270 s. The T90 (15–
350 keV) of the burst is measured to be 185 ± 39 s. Spectral
hardening and subsequent softening are observed during the
first broad peak at T0 + ∼70 s. The average spectrum of the
burst (from T0 to T0 + 263.3 s) is well fit by a power law with
exponential cutoff model. The best-fit photon index and cutoff
energy are 1.26(−0.32, +0.24) and 117(−50, +83) keV (with
90% confidence). At a redshift of 1.967 (Cucchiara et al. 2008b;
D’Avanzo et al. 2008), the isotropic equivalent energy release
(0.1 keV–10 MeV) is ∼6.3 × 1052 erg, given a total fluence
estimate of ∼6.7 × 10−6 erg cm−2 .
2.2. XRT
Swift slewed to this burst immediately and the XRT began
observing in window timing (WT) mode at T0 + 152.3 s. A bright
uncataloged X-ray counterpart was identified and its position
distributed via a GCN alert notice. As the count rate dropped,
XRT switched to photon counting (PC) mode at T0 + 476 s.
The XRT light curve was obtained from the Swift/XRT GRB
light curve repository (Evans et al. 2007). The spectra were
extracted from the XRT team repository, from the new products
outlined in Evans et al. (2009). The X-ray flux densities at
2.77 keV were calculated using mean photon indices for WT and
PC modes accordingly. This chosen frequency is the weighted
mean of the X-ray emission assuming β = 1, a typical spectral
index observed, which is also similar to the afterglow spectral
index of GRB 081008. The interpolations are thus not very
sensitive to small changes in the photon index and the data from
the two modes join smoothly. Three peaks are seen in the XRT
light curve in Figure 1. The first two have complex structures
and the first peak is at a similar time as the last BAT detected
pulse. The third peak is a flare superimposed on the steep
decay after the second peak. After that, the light curve smoothly
declined and steepened at T0 + ∼15 ks.
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Figure 1. Multi-wavelength light curve of GRB 081008. The UVOT flux densities are scaled to the u band using the normalizations determined from the simultaneous
temporal fit. The ROTSE-III unfiltered data are scaled to the GROND r  band using the normalization from the same temporal fit. The exponential to power-law decay
models (Willingale et al. 2007) for the afterglow components are overplotted in dashed lines. Selected epochs or time intervals for spectral analysis are labeled with
corresponding indices in Figure 2.

As observed for the first bright BAT peak, the XRT hardness ratio (1.5–10 keV/0.3–1.5 keV) curve shows a similar
structure as the early light curve, displaying visible hardening
during the flares (see Burrows et al. 2005; Falcone et al. 2006;
Romano et al. 2006, for other examples of such behavior). In
general, there is also a trend of softening over time. This behavior, together with the rapid variation, indicates that the early
X-ray detections are dominated by continuing burst activity,
e.g., emission produced in the internal shocks. Detailed spectral
analysis will be presented in Section 3.
2.3. UVOT
UVOT began observations of the field at T0 + 142.7 s. The
observing sequence started with a 10 s v-band settling exposure
and a 150 s white (160–650 nm) finding chart exposure. These
were followed by a 250 s u-band exposure, after which the filter
wheel rotated through all filters, taking short 20 s exposures.
One more 150 s white band finding chart observation was taken
at T0 + 792 s. After 5 ks, longer exposures were obtained in all
filters.
The optical counterpart was detected in white, v, b, u,
and uvw1 bands, but not in uvm2 and uvw2 bands. This is
consistent with the Lyα break at the measured redshift. In
Figure 1, all UVOT observed fluxes are scaled to u band using the normalizations determined from the simultaneous temporal fit described in Section 3.4. Initial analysis of the latetime white filter data shows the decay of the afterglow becomes
very shallow after 100 ks. Cucchiara et al. (2008a) pointed out
the presence of an extended source 2 arcsec away from the
afterglow, which is within the 3 arcsec extraction radii used
for UVOT. To measure the effect of this probable host galaxy,

target-of-opportunity observations in the white filter were requested on November 13th. After removing the host contribution from the white band photometry, no detections after 90 ks
remain above 3σ . Such a correction is not attempted in other
bands, given the negligible contribution from the underlying
host galaxy during these earlier observations.
2.4. ROTSE-III
ROTSE-IIIc (Akerlof et al. 2003), a 45 cm robotic optical
telescope located at the H.E.S.S. site in Namibia, responded to
GRB 081008 automatically upon receiving the GCN notice. The
first 5 s exposure started 107.1 s after T0 (8.3 s after receiving the
alert). An initially brightening optical counterpart was detected
and reported in Rykoff (2008).
ROTSE-IIIc took a total of 10 × 5 s, 10 × 20 s, and 144 ×
60 s exposures before the target elevation dropped below the
observing limit. The first ten 5 s exposures were taken in subframe mode with 3 s readout gap in between, instead of the
6 s full-frame readout time for later images. We took the first
70 single images and co-added the later images into sums of
5–10 depending on the image quality. The ROTSE-IIIc images
were bias-subtracted and flat-fielded by the automated pipeline.
Initial object detections were performed by SExtractor (Bertin &
Arnouts 1996). The images were then processed with our custom
RPHOT photometry program based on the DAOPHOT (Stetson
1987) point-spread function (PSF) fitting photometry package
(Quimby et al. 2006). A reference image was constructed from
images taken on October 18th when the OT had faded below
our detection limit.
Due to ROTSE-III’s large pixel scale (3.4 arcsec), the optical
counterpart is slightly blended with four surrounding objects
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Table 1
Best-fit Spectral Parameters to the Burst and the Flares
Interval

Trange –T0
(s)

Host nH
(1022 cm−2 )

β

Ecut
(keV)

χ 2 /dof

Instrument

1
2

55–85
161–195

···
1.06+0.32
−0.27

0.33 ± 0.07
0.26+0.04
−0.05

···
63.2+13.3
−9.8

58/56
201/184

BAT
BAT and XRT

3

240–275

1.01+0.29
−0.26

0.58+0.12
−0.14

14.9+8.5
−5.3

200/194

BAT and XRT

345–385

1.77+0.38
−0.32

1.51+0.13
−0.12

···

97/75

XRT

4

Note. All errors quoted correspond to 90% confidence intervals.

in the ROTSE-IIIc images. To remove the possible contamination, we tried several different methods. First, we used the
RPHOT functionality to subtract four PSF-scaled point sources
around the OT. The light curve did appear to be steeper than
obtained without subtraction. The two objects north of the OT
are blended sources themselves but not resolved by ROTSE-IIIc.
They may not be completely removed using the point source approximation, but the residual should be negligible compared to
the bright OT. To confirm this, we attempted an alternative subtraction method described in Yuan & Akerlof (2008). Each burst
image was cross-convolved with the reference to a common PSF
and the difference between the two was taken. The brightness of
the OT in the difference images were then measured by matching their PSF to the stars in the convoluted reference images.
The results were consistent with the RPHOT subtraction method
within the uncertainties. We report here the RPHOT PSF-fitting
results with the four contaminating sources removed. Given
the above comparison, the systematic error from subtraction
is smaller than the statistical errors and is not included in the
reported uncertainties.
The unfiltered thinned ROTSE-III CCDs have a peak sensitivity in the R-band wavelength range. We thus calibrate the
zero point magnitudes using the median offset from the USNO
B1.0 R-band measurements of selected field stars. In Figure 1,
the ROTSE-III flux densities are scaled to match the GROND
r  -band measurements using the offsets from the simultaneous
temporal fit described in Section 3.4.
2.5. GROND
The Gamma-Ray Burst Optical/NearInfrared Detector
(GROND; Greiner et al. 2008) mounted at the 2.2 m ESO/
MPI telescope at LaSilla observatory (Chile) imaged the field
of GRB 081008 simultaneously in g  r  i  z JHK starting 13.6 ks
after T0 , after local sunset under clear sky conditions. A total
of 28 g  r  i  z images with integration times of 66 s, 115 s, and
375 s were obtained during the first night post-burst. At the same
time, the NIR channels were operated with a constant exposure
of 10 s. In addition, the field was observed with GROND at
day 2, 5, and 10 after the trigger. Data reduction and relative
photometry was carried out using standard IRAF20 tasks (Tody
1993), similar to the procedure outlined in Krühler et al. (2009).
To exclude a possible contamination of the measured afterglow
brightness with light from the host 2. 2 away, the results from
the PSF photometry were checked against measurements taken
using small apertures (0.3 and 0.5 × FWHM) where an aperture correction was applied. Image subtraction, using the frame
taken 10 days after the burst as reference, further confirmed
20

IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatory, which
is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc.,
under cooperative agreement with the National Science Foundation.

that the contamination is negligible. Absolute photometry was
measured with respect to the primary Sloan standards SA1071006 and SA112-805 in g  r  i  z (Smith et al. 2002), observed
under photometric conditions and Two Micron All Sky Survey
(2MASS) field stars in JHK (Skrutskie et al. 2006).
The position of the afterglow is determined as R.A. =
18h 39m 49.s 88, decl. = −57◦ 25 52. 8 (J2000), with a 90% uncertainty of 0.3 arcsec. We adopt this as the best burst localization.
Along the line of sight to this position, the Galactic extinction
is E(B − V ) = 0.095 (Schlegel et al. 1998), and the Galactic
column density is 7.1 × 1020 cm−2 (Kalberla et al. 2005).
3. SPECTRAL AND TEMPORAL ANALYSIS
3.1. Prompt Spectral Evolution
We first examine the spectral evolution of the burst. Available
BAT and/or XRT data are extracted in three time intervals, T0 +
55 s to T0 + 85 s, T0 + 161 s to T0 + 195 s, and T0 + 245 s to T0 +
270 s (as marked in Figure 1), centered on the two broad peaks
detected by BAT and the one X-ray peak shortly afterward.
Because of the strong hardness ratio evolution, we limited the
width of the chosen time intervals. The spectra were modeled
with either a power law or a power law with exponential cutoff.
When X-ray data were available, we included in the model a
fixed Galactic absorption component and an additional variable
system at the host redshift. The fit parameters for the best models
are listed in Table 1. We tried modeling the spectra including
a high energy power-law tail using a Band function (Band
et al. 1993), but the power-law index above the cutoff energy is
not well constrained by our data. The best-fit spectral models
at each epoch are plotted (with labeled offset for clarity) in
Figure 2 as solid lines.
In both intervals 2 and 3, the high energy spectra are well
described by a power law with exponential cutoff model where
the cutoff energy drops from above 60 keV in interval 2, to
15 keV in interval 3, and the photon index softens. The measured
local column density (1.06(−0.27, + 0.32) × 1022 cm−2 and
1.01(−0.26, + 0.29) × 1022 cm−2 ) shows good agreement
between intervals. During interval 1, the BAT data are fit
by a power-law model with a relatively hard photon index
(Γ ∼ 1.33). Given the general trend of softening, it is likely
that the cutoff energy at this early epoch is close to or above
150 keV and thus not well constrained by the BAT energy
coverage. Sakamoto et al. (2009) have demonstrated that a
reasonable estimate of the peak energy (in νfν space) can be
achieved using the power-law photon index in the BAT energy
range if the latter is between 1.3 and 2.3. Our value of 1.33 for
the first interval is just inside this range and corresponds to a
peak energy of 196(−47, +587) keV, assuming a cutoff powerlaw model as the actual spectral form. For the later two intervals,
the peak energies can be explicitly calculated as (1 − β)Ecut ,
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Figure 2. Spectral models in the selected time intervals. Intervals 1, 2, and 3 (offset for clarity) correspond to the first three prompt peaks. Interval 4 corresponds to
the bright X-ray flare seen by the XRT and interval 5 is the X-ray afterglow. Optical fluxes are corrected for Galactic extinction, but are not included in the model fit in
intervals 1–4, because the optical fluxes are likely dominated by the external forward shock and thus not related to the high energy emission. We include these points
as upper limits to constrain the internal emission component in the optical. The dashed lines, connecting the data points in the X-ray and the optical regions in the
same interval, do not represent the actual spectral shape. During interval 5, the emission is entirely from the afterglow and the spectrum is plotted in dashed-dot line.

which are ∼47 keV and ∼6 keV, respectively. These numbers
agree with the estimates following the method in Sakamoto et al.
(2009), although the BAT-alone power-law photon index in the
3rd interval is not well constrained and exceeds 2.3.
During the 2nd and 3rd intervals, optical data are also
available, but they are not included in the spectral fit for
two reasons. First, emission from a different origin (e.g.,
external forward shock) is likely dominating the optical data
(see Section 3.3 and Section 3.4). Second, only data in the
white filter (or unfiltered) are available, thus any optical deficit
below the extrapolation from high energy observations can be
compensated by an arbitrary value of local extinction, while any
optical excess is hard to accommodate within the chosen models.
Instead, we plot the white band fluxes (corrected for Galactic
extinction and plotted with the same offsets as the corresponding
high energy spectra) in Figure 2 and connect them directly to
their high energy counterparts with dashed lines, just to show
how they compare. The optical detections are considered as
upper limits to constrain the internal emission component. If
internal emission has contributed to at least part of the optical
observations, they do not exceed the extrapolations from XRT
and BAT detections at any time.
3.2. X-ray Flare
A bright single X-ray flare is superimposed on the rapid
decay phase after the second broad X-ray peak. It has a similar
hardness ratio evolution as the earlier peaks. It also shows a
fast-rise-exponential-decay (FRED) profile that is typical of a
GRB pulse. Its rapid rise and decay supports an identification
with extended central engine activity. We thus analyze the flare
within the same frame as the prompt emission.

We extract the X-ray spectrum from T0 + 345 s to T0 + 385 s
(noted as interval 4), centering on the flare. UVOT v-band and
ROTSE-III detections are available during this period, but there
is no sign of a flare in the optical indicating that the emission is
dominated by the afterglow. So we fit the XRT data alone. The
spectrum is reasonably fit by a single power-law model with a
photon index of 2.5 (see Table 1), which is much softer than
the prompt emission and agrees with the softening trend. The
inferred column density is somewhat higher than those from the
earlier times, probably caused by curvature in the real spectral
shape. This would suggest that Epeak is near or within the XRT
energy range at this time.
3.3. Early Optical Afterglow
The ROTSE-III observations show an initially rising optical
transient with two peaks at T0 + ∼135 s and T0 + ∼170 s (see
Figures 1 and 3). The latter one is almost simultaneous with
the BAT and XRT peaks and may be attributed to a related
prompt optical flare. The first one, however, does not appear
to be correlated with the high energy emission. As shown in
Section 3.4, the overall optical light curve is well fit by one
dominating component. We therefore interpret this first peak in
terms of external shock emission. A detailed discussion of this
interpretation will be presented in Section 4.1.
Figure 3 shows a close look at the BAT, XRT, and optical light
curves before T0 + 345 s. The BAT and XRT data are binned
in intervals determined by Bayesian block analysis (Scargle
1998). For BAT, this analysis is carried out by battblock on the
1 s binned light curve data. For XRT, only WT data are used and
the background (∼1 counts s−1 ) is negligible compared to the
bright signal. We thus adapted the algorithm used in battblock
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Figure 3. Contemporaneous BAT, XRT, and optical (ROTSE-III and UVOT white) observations. Time bins for the BAT and XRT data are determined by Bayesian
block analysis (see the text in Section 3.3). The high energy data points are connected by dotted lines as guidance to the eye. The UVOT event data are binned in 10 s
intervals. The smooth rise and decay model is plotted over the optical to show that no significant deviation is detected.
Table 2
Afterglow Temporal Best-fit Parameters
Energy Range
X-ray
Optical/IR
X-ray and optical/IR c

Rise Time
ta (s)

Start of Decay
Ta (s)

α1

Tbreak
(s)

α2

130a
130a
···

1800b
136 ± 18
···

0.96 ± 0.10
0.96 ± 0.03
0.81 ± 0.07

15870 ± 8623
7834 ± 2160
15139 ± 8150

1.78 ± 0.25
1.313 ± 0.048
1.71 ± 0.13

Notes. All errors quoted correspond to 90% confidence intervals.
a Fixed parameters, to a value estimated from the optical fit.
b The plateau is hidden by the prompt emission, thus no error is estimated.
c Only data after T + 750 s are fit by a smoothly joined broken power-law model, with a smooth factor, s = 1.
0

for event files and consider only the change points resulting
in time bins longer than half a second to ensure comparable
signal-to-noise ratios. The high energy light curves show significant variations on a similar timescale; while no convincing
short-timescale variability is detected in optical. This is not surprising though, as the optical curve connects smoothly into a
monotonic decline afterward.
3.4. Multi-wavelength Afterglow
We adopt the two component exponential to the powerlaw decay model in Willingale et al. (2007, Equation (2)
and descriptions within) to characterize the temporal flux
evolution in X-ray and optical. In this model, the first component
corresponds to the prompt emission, and the second relates to
the afterglow emission. All optical observations are sufficiently
fit by one afterglow component. In the X-rays, the second
component is not revealed until the end of the last flare. So
the rise time (ta ) of this second component is fixed to 130 s
according to the optical fit. The best-fit models for the afterglow

components are overplotted in Figure 1 and the parameters are
tabulated in Table 2.
For both optical and X-ray, a later temporal break is required
in the model. The break times in the two energy ranges (15,870 ±
8623 s and 7834 ± 2160 s) are consistent at 90% confidence,
but the final decay (α2 in Table 2) in the X-ray is significantly
faster than in the optical. We further attempted fitting all energy
bands after T0 + 750 s simultaneously with a smoothly joined
broken power-law model (f (t) = a[(t/tb )−sα1 + (t/tb )−sα2 ]1/s ),
with a small smoothness factor, s ∼ 1. Although the overall
fit is acceptable, giving a reduced Chi-squared of 1.17 for 239
degrees of freedom (see Table 2 for the best-fit parameters), the
fit parameters are dominantly determined by the well-confined
optical data. Some systematic deviations from the model, not
reflected in the Chi-squared statistics, are noticed in the X-rays.
Between T0 + 7 ks and T0 + 28 ks, the X-ray points are mostly
above the model, and after T0 + 30 ks, the X-ray data are all
below the model. Our data are thus consistent with displaying a
smooth achromatic temporal break, but a chromatic behavior is
not confidently ruled out in the case of a subtle evolution.
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Table 3
Best-fit Afterglow Spectral Parameters
T −T0
(ks)

Host Type

Host Extinction
E(B − V )

nH
(1022 cm−2 )

βopt

Ebreak
(eV)

1.5

XRT only

···

···

0.47+0.36
−0.33

···

···

1.06+0.14
−0.13

46/43

1.5

XRT and UVOT

MW

0.15+0.04
−0.03

0.62+0.25
−0.23

1.14 ± 0.05

···

1.14 ± 0.05

52/46

0.58+0.25
−0.22
0.54+0.24
−0.22
0.97+0.85
−0.60
0.65+0.24
−0.21

1.12 ± 0.04

···

1.12 ± 0.04

53/46

1.10 ± 0.04

···

1.10 ± 0.04

55/46

−0.13+0.30
−0.41

2.4 ± 0.2

1.12+0.11
−0.08

11/14

−0.06+0.17
−0.18

2.4+0.2
−0.1

1.14 ± 0.05

72/63

1.5

XRT and UVOT

LMC

0.11+0.02
−0.03

1.5

XRT and UVOT

SMC

0.08 ± 0.02

29.5

XRT, UVOT, and GROND

MW

0.18+0.09
−0.07

1.5 and 29.5

XRT, UVOT, and GROND

MW

0.16+0.04
−0.03

βx

χ 2 /dof

Energy Range

Note. All errors quoted correspond to 90% confidence intervals.

We then examine the SEDs in selected afterglow epochs. In
the X-rays, no significant spectral or hardness ratio changes
can be detected. In the optical, the UVOT detections before the
break and the GROND observations after the break are poorly
fit by one power-law spectral index plus the same amount of
local extinction. This is caused either by spectral evolution or
a spectral break at the red (blue) end of the UVOT (GROND)
coverage, at around 2.5 eV. This latter conjecture is confirmed
by further analysis.
The overall shapes of the SEDs are modeled from optical/
IR to X-ray with all available data before and after the break.
Assuming they belong to the same synchrotron emission component, we allow either one or no spectral break within the
energy range. Before the break, we extract an X-ray spectrum in
the time interval from T0 + 765 s to T0 + 1778 s (first orbit) and
from T0 + 5286 s to T0 + 7562 s (second orbit) to maximize the
signal-to-noise ratio, given that no significant spectral or hardness ratio changes are detected in the X-rays. This spectrum is
scaled to the X-ray count rate at T0 + 1.5 ks to minimize the
interpolation of the UVOT data. The UVOT mean count rates
at T0 + 1.5 ks are estimated by fitting the nearby data points
(within 500 s on each side) in each band with power laws. The
errors are estimated using a bootstrap approach, where each
data point is randomly re-sampled from a Gaussian distribution
centered on the observed count rate with a sigma equal to the
measured error. The UVOT count rates are converted to XSPEC
compatible spectral files with the corresponding response matrices downloaded from the HEASARC Calibration Database
(version 20041120v104).
The SED can be fit by a single power-law model with
fixed Galactic dust and gas absorption and additional dust and
gas absorption at the host redshift (see Table 3). This model
is supported by the well-matched initial temporal power-law
decay indices (α1 ∼ 0.96) in the optical and the X-ray. The
relatively small amount of host extinction required and the lack
of coverage at the rest-frame 2175 Å Galactic absorption feature
do not allow us to distinguish between the Milky Way (MW),
Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC), or Small Magellanic Cloud
(SMC) environment.
After the break, another X-ray spectrum is constructed
between T0 + 16 ks and the last detection at T0 + 400 ks.
This spectrum alone has a relatively low signal to noise.
We scale this X-ray spectrum to the latest epoch where the
afterglow was detected in the J, H, and K bands (at T0 +
∼29.5 ks) and convert the contemporaneous GROND detections
to XSPEC compatible files. The UVOT u- and b-band rates are
also interpolated to this epoch by fitting the neighboring two
detections (about 30 ks apart) with power laws as described
above.

A single power-law model does not produce an acceptable fit
to the overall SED, regardless of the choice of local dust and gas
absorption. At least one spectral break is required between X-ray
and optical. Our best-fit model (see Table 3) constrains a break
at ∼2.4 eV, in the UVOT v band. Such a low break frequency is
not well covered by the earlier UVOT data, and the two SEDs
thus have consistent shapes. An MW extinction curve is used
because it provides a best fit and is marginally preferred during
the earlier epoch. Nevertheless, we do not consider this as a
conclusive property of the environment because of the possible
uncertainty in our selected intrinsic spectral shape, e.g., the
smoothness of the break is not considered in our model.
Figure 4 shows a simultaneous fit of the two SEDs with a
broken power-law model with Galactic dust and gas absorption
and dust and gas absorption at the host redshift. We tie the
dust (following an MW extinction law) and gas properties for a
consistent environment throughout the afterglow phase. The fit
is fairly good except in the uvw1 band. A plausible explanation
for the underestimate in uvw1 is that our model applies a sharp
cutoff above the Lyman break which might not be true. The
best-fit model parameters are consistent within errors with the
estimates obtained in narrower energy bands and smaller time
coverages as described above. Also, the column density derived
is consistent with the estimate during prompt intervals 2 and 3
(see Table 1).
In summary, the observed optical and X-ray afterglow emission started off following similar temporal decay rates (α1 ∼
0.96) and displayed smooth temporal breaks at similar times (at
∼15 ks). While the two SEDs before and after the break were
characterized intrinsically by a power-law model and a broken
power-law model respectively, they had consistent shapes because the low break frequency was not well covered during the
first epoch. Besides, the optical/IR observations by GROND
between T0 + 13 ks and T0 + 30 ks do not show evidence of a
moving spectral break. The overall afterglow behavior was consistent with being achromatic. Nonetheless, there is some hint
of a slightly steeper decay in the X-rays after the break. Because
the afterglow was not observed in IR and near-IR at early times,
probable evolution of the spectral break is not constrained, e.g.,
it could have increased over time from below optical to the
observed 2.4 eV.
4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Early Optical Afterglow
4.1.1. Reverse or Forward Shock

For the initial optical observations, fixing the beginning of
the external shock to the burst time T0 yields a temporal rise
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Figure 4. Combined XRT, UVOT, and GROND spectral energy analysis during the afterglow (epochs 5 and 6). The local extinction and absorption properties are tied.
The fit parameters are listed in Table 3. The absorbed models are overplotted in the upper panel. Dotted lines show the intrinsic power-law and broken-power-law
components. The location of a spectral break is indicated by an upward arrow. The residual ratios are plotted in the bottom panels.

index of α = −5.0 ± 0.6. This is too rapid to be considered
as the pre-deceleration phase of the forward shock (t2 or t3 in
the ISM, slower than t 1/2 in a wind medium; see Panaitescu &
Vestrand 2008), but agrees well with the prediction for a reverse
shock rising in a thin shell case when the burst duration is less
than the deceleration time (Kobayashi 2000; Zhang et al. 2003).
Back-extrapolation from late-time afterglow observation shows
that the reverse shock and forward shock must have comparable
peak luminosities. The analysis of the later afterglow emission
suggests that the forward shock characteristic synchrotron
frequency (νm ) may have passed below the optical by T0 +
200 s. If the micro-physical parameters are comparable in the
reverse and forward shock regions, the reverse shock should
have a much lower characteristic synchrotron frequency (Sari
& Piran 1999) and thus have a very weak optical emission. The
detection of reverse shock emission would then point to a more
magnetized reverse shock region (Zhang et al. 2003; Kumar &
Panaitescu 2003; Jin & Fan 2007).
However, there are several questions to be asked for this interpretation. First, is the thin shell assumption correct? Although
the overall prompt BAT and XRT detections extend to after the
beginning of the optical detections, the second epoch of strong
burst activity emerged once the initial rapid rise in the optical
had stopped. The temporal and spectral similarity between the
flares indicate that the second epoch of high energy emission was
from the same emitting region as the earlier bursts of emission,

i.e., closer to the central engine than external medium. This later
part of the ejecta would then run into the external medium after
the initial shock has been established. We thus can ignore the
effect of this later injected kinetic energy when considering the
early rising light curve. Suppose the bulk of kinetic energy was
injected into the external medium by the materials producing
the first flare ending at T0 + 100 s, the shock can be reasonably
considered impulsive.
This leads to the second question: whether the onset of the
afterglow is chosen correctly as T0 ? Quimby et al. (2006) have
pointed out that different choices of time origin may lead to
different interpretations of the early data (also see Tagliaferri
et al. 2005, for a discussion in the X-rays). Lazzati & Begelman
(2006) explored how varying central engine activity would
affect the self-similar evolution in the early afterglow and its
light curve. Their simulation is limited to a power-law energy
release, but gives a good schematic picture. They found that if
the burst energy release is concentrated toward the end of the
burst duration, the self-similar evolution would deviate from one
simple power-law behavior. For GRB 081008, the emission at
T0 + 65 s is about one order of magnitude higher than at T0 ; it is
therefore proper to choose a delayed time origin in a power-law
fit. Such a small time shift has a negligible effect on the temporal
index inferred for the later smooth decay. But if we choose the
reference time to be T0 + 45 s, the initial rise phase would
have a temporal index of −3.1 ± 0.4, fully consistent with the
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pre-deceleration of the forward shock. For any choice of
reference between T0 + 25 s and T0 + 62 s (including the
beginning of the first big pulse detected by BAT), the estimated
temporal power-law index is consistent with −3 within 2σ .
Given the earlier discussion about the reverse shock and the
fact that the light curve is well fit by one smooth rise and fall
component, we prefer the external forward shock interpretation
for this rising light curve observed by ROTSE-III.
Assuming the first emission peak in the optical marks the
onset of the forward shock deceleration, we can apply the
adjusted rise time (T0 + 135 s − T0 + 45 s) of 90 s and the energy
released before T0 + 135 s (see Section 4.1.2) into Equation (1) in
Molinari et al. (2007) to obtain a Lorentz factor of Γdec ∼ 225 at
the deceleration radius and an initial Lorentz factor Γ0 of ∼450
(∼2Γdec ; Meszaros 2006). We have assumed a particle density
n = 1 cm−3 and a radiative efficiency μ = 0.2. The deceleration
radius is then estimated as ∼2Γ2 ct ∼ 3 × 1017 cm.
4.1.2. Refreshed Shock?

After the forward shock start decelerating, the passing of the
synchrotron frequency and/or cooling frequency across the optical band may produce temporal breaks. But a second peak, as
observed for GRB 081008, is hard to explain in a model involving only one external forward shock component. The temporal
coincidence with a high energy flare suggests possible contribution from internal emission. This scenario is hard to rule out
given the slight optical excess (∼4σ ) above the afterglow model
seen in Figure 3. However, the light curve also shows a probable
dip below the smooth, one component model, and the decay after the second peak joins smoothly into the later phase. We thus
explore other interpretations for the double peaked light curve.
In a reasonable contemplation in the frame of the fireball
model, the shells of material producing the late burst activity
would reach the external medium and catch up with the early
decelerated shells at some moment and re-energize the forward
shock. This later scenario results in an irregular “step” structure,
as additional energy is injected over a time period comparable
or longer than the second epoch of burst activity. It has been
noted that refreshed shocks from slow or late shells may alter
the shape of the afterglow light curves (Rees & Meszaros 1998;
Kumar & Piran 2000). It is, however, hard to directly relate
such structure with the internal emission as they are produced
by different mechanisms at different regions. Here, we provide
a simplest possible test on this speculation.
If a second batch of kinetic energy is injected into the
forward shock, a new self-similar solution would be established
sometime after the cessation of all burst activity. Indeed, we
did not observe any apparent deviation from a power-law decay
after T0 + 200 s. We try to estimate the synchrotron emission
before and after the refreshed shocks. Without the additional
energy injection, we can assume the afterglow would decay
monotonically after the first peak at the same rate as observed in
the later afterglow. At a time after T0 + 200 s, the observed flux is
50%–60% higher than this extrapolation, including uncertainties
from the flux measurement at the first peak and the normalization
of the later decaying light curve.
We then estimate the energy release in the prompt emission
before and after T0 + 135 s (the first optical peak). We estimate
the fluence between 0.1 keV and 10 MeV in the rest frame. In the
observer’s frame, the 0.1 keV lower bound fits nicely within the
XRT sensitivity range. Before T0 + 135 s, only BAT observations
are available and the average spectrum can be fit by a power
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law with the exponential cutoff model. The cutoff energy at
157 keV, although above the BAT energy threshold, agrees well
with calculation using the power-law photon index following
Sakamoto et al. (2009). We estimate the fluence during this
period to be ∼4.7 × 10−6 erg cm−2 . The hard X-ray emission
dropped below the BAT detection threshold at T0 + ∼265 s,
but it is likely that the central engine activity continued with
softer emission detected mainly in soft X-rays. Between T0 +
155 s and T0 + 210 s, simultaneous XRT and BAT detections
constrain the spectral shape well, and using a power-law model
with an exponential cutoff, we estimate a total fluence of
∼2.5 × 10−6 erg cm−2 . After this, the peak energy shifts further
toward lower energies and the fluence in the next 100 s is
only one fourth of the previous interval (with cutoff energy
at ∼10 keV). The additional energy release between T0 + 135 s
and T0 + 155 s is even smaller. From T0 + 135 s to T0 + ∼310 s,
we estimate a total prompt fluence of ∼3.4 × 10−6 erg cm−2 .
This is about 70% of the total energy released before T0 + 135 s,
and consistent with the flux increase calculated within the large
uncertainties. Note that the overall energy output is about 20%
higher than the estimate in Section 2.1 using an average gammaray spectrum and the BAT-detected burst duration.
The X-ray flare at T0 + ∼400 s is likely generated by the same
internal mechanism. We can estimate its emission in the same
energy range as above. The spectrum is so soft (with photon
index greater than 2) that we can directly integrate it in the
high energy range. No extrapolation below the XRT energy is
necessary with our choice of energy range, so we do not have to
worry about a spectral break below 0.3 keV. The “bolometric”
fluence calculated is two orders of magnitude lower than the
previous prompt emission. Therefore, if the contribution to
the forward shock is proportional to the prompt luminosity,
the change in the forward shock emission is comparable to the
error bars in the optical measurements and too small to be
noticed.
A caveat for this calculation is the assumption that the relative radiative efficiency in the internal and external processes
is constant although the relationship between the two is not
straightforward. During the burst, the peak emission frequency
downshifted from γ -ray to X-ray. The X-ray emission could be
from slower or delayed ejecta, or alternatively from collisions
with a smaller Lorentz factor dispersion and thus lower efficiency in converting the kinetic energy. At the forward shock
front, the conversion efficiency may depend on the condition of
the previously shocked medium and therefore requires a detailed
simulation to determine. Another overlooked factor is the evolution of the synchrotron spectral shape, as the flux is estimated
in a narrow optical band.
Vestrand et al. (2006) showed that the early optical light curve
of GRB 050820A can be modeled with a prompt component
tracing the γ -ray emission and two afterglow components.
The afterglow components, correspondingly produced by the
precursor and the main event ejecta, have consistent ratios
between the prompt fluence and afterglow amplitude. This
agrees with our finding although their first afterglow component
is faint and not well sampled for a detailed study. A similar
double peaked prompt light curve is observed for GRB 061007
(Rykoff et al. 2009). The overlapping high energy pulses
indicate continuous energy input into the external shock and
thus modeling of the early light curve in a thick shell case may
be more appropriate. For that event, the initial very rapid rise of
the optical emission is also problematic in the current forward
shock model.
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4.2. Late Afterglow Evolution

Before the temporal break and above ∼2.4 eV, optical and Xray appear on the same segment of a synchrotron spectrum,
we thus use the method described in Racusin et al. (2009)
to find all scenarios consistent with the observed temporal
and spectral indices. The temporal decay (α = 0.96 ± 0.03)
marginally agrees with the value expected ((3β −1)/2 ∼ 1.2, for
β ∼ 1.1) for above the cooling and characteristic synchrotron
frequencies, regardless of slow or fast cooling regime and the
external medium density profile. In such a scenario, both the
cooling frequency and the characteristic frequency are below or
close to the optical by T0 + 200 s.
For all the other closure relations considered, the temporal
decay is shallower than predicted if no energy injection is
present. In terms of the canonical X-ray light curve (Nousek
et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 2006; O’Brien et al. 2006), this decay
index is within the range observed for the shallow decay phase
(phase II). This phase, detected in a significant fraction of
the bursts, is generally explained as due to prolonged energy
injection. However, the source of energy is unclear as well as
the mechanism for fine tuning the input energy into the forward
shock smoothly over such long period of time.
We apply the evolution constraints in Racusin et al. (2009)
to the X-ray data and find the cause of the break is consistent
with either a jet geometry or the cessation of energy injection.
For both types of break, achromatic behavior extending to the
optical range is expected, consistent with our observations.
After the temporal break, our data tentatively suggest a
spectral break around 2.4 eV, although it is hard to constrain
the exact spectral shape and the environment properties at
the same time. Such a break is hard to be accommodated
in the standard fireball model. A synchrotron spectrum is
characterized by three possible break frequencies, a cooling
frequency (νc ), a characteristic frequency (νm ), and a selfabsorption frequency (νa ) (e.g., Sari & Piran 1999; Granot
& Sari 2002). All three frequencies should evolve over time.
The observed break at 2.4 eV is too high to be a selfabsorption frequency. Given a spectral index below the break
(−0.13{−0.41, +0.30}) consistent with −1/3, the shape of the
spectrum can be expected in a slowing cooling regime (νm < νc )
around νm (Granot & Sari 2002). However, νm should always
decrease over time as the forward shock decelerates, unless the
shock is reenergized by significant late-time injection, which
does not seem to be the case here. We do not observe the expected
rise or flat evolution in IR (below the break) and do not detect
a higher break frequency in our earlier SED. Finally, our data
do not rule out an increasing break frequency, as expected for a
cooling break in a wind medium (Chevalier & Li 2000), but the
spectral index difference across the break (∼1) is much larger
than the predicted amount of 0.5.
If some chromatic effect exists around the temporal break,
the passage of a cooling frequency in a wind medium produces the correct trend of a break moving from optical to X-ray.
The expected temporal index change of 0.25 is similar to the
observed value in the optical (∼0.3) but not enough to account
for the amount of change detected in the X-rays (∼0.8). In any
case, the temporal break at T0 + 15 ks is not likely to be caused
by the movement of the observed spectral break, because there is
no evidence that the break frequency has yet reached the X-ray
regime by T0 + 29.5 ks, as would be expected in such a case.
In short, the observed temporal break is consistent with being
a jet break or the cessation of energy injection. Before the break,
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the multi-wavelength observations are best interpreted by the
cooling and characteristic synchrotron frequency being below
the optical. No satisfactory explanation is found for the later
spectral shape and its probable evolution. It is viable to assume
that the spectral break has increased over time, as the cooling
frequency in a wind medium, but such evolution is not likely to
be responsible for the observed temporal break.
4.3. Burst Energetics
If the temporal break at T0 + ∼15 ks is interpreted as a jet
break, the jet opening angle can be estimated as 2.◦ 1 or 2.◦ 4 for
ISM (Sari et al. 1999) or a wind medium (Bloom et al. 2003),
respectively. In the calculations, we have assumed a particle
density n = 1 cm−3 , a characteristic wind density A∗ = 1, a
radiative efficiency μ = 0.2, and a kinetic energy Ek = Eiso /μ.
The collimation corrected total gamma-ray energy release (Eγ )
is hence 4.2 × 1049 erg and 5.5 × 1049 erg for ISM and wind
medium, respectively. This number would be slightly larger if
early X-ray detections are also considered (see Section 4.1.2).
For a jet break, the change of the temporal index (∼0.8)
favors an ISM-like medium (Panaitescu 2005). Both the inferred
opening angle and the collimated energy output are on the small
side but well within the distribution for Swift detected GRBs
(e.g., Liang et al. 2008; Racusin et al. 2009). The nature of
the break is, however, uncertain given the previous discussions
on a probable secondary chromatic effect. A later jet break,
occurring close to or shortly after the afterglow dropped below
the detection threshold of all our instruments (∼400 ks), would
also give a sensible estimate of the opening angle and Eγ .
5. CONCLUSIONS
With energetics typical among Swift detected events, GRB
081008 happens to last long enough to have overlapping phases
with the early follow-up observations in X-ray and optical. It is
well behaved in the sense that all early canonical phases in Xray and optical were detected. A key feature of the high energy
emission is the hardness ratio evolution in accordance with the
flux fluctuation throughout the burst and the X-ray flares. The
temporal continuity and spectral softening suggest that early
X-ray observations originate from extended internal activities,
but either with a gradually decreasing efficiency or a declining
energy output from the central engine.
In the optical, the detections seem to be dominated by
afterglow emission at all times. An intriguing question to ask is
what happens to the material producing the late burst emission.
In the frame of the fireball model, they will run into the
ambient medium and refresh the external shock. Whether this
signature is observed for GRB 081008 is uncertain. If such
early refreshed shocks can be observed, their relative strength
to the prompt emission provides important clues to the burst
mechanism and production of the afterglow. Refreshed shocks
have been used to explain late-time light curve bumps (Granot
et al. 2003; Jóhannesson et al. 2006). In those cases, slow shells
catch up with the forward shock front hours to days after the
initial burst. The existence and properties of the slow shells
are only inferred from the light curve shapes. Observations
directly linking the ejecta material and refreshed shocks are
achievable for long bursts with discrete episodes of activities
or for events with very bright X-ray flares if they are produced
in a similar way as the prompt burst emission. The latter cases
may produce cleaner chasers of the refreshed shock with less
contamination from internal optical emission (however, see
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Krühler et al. 2009). Falcone et al. (2006) have attempted
to relate the subsequent bumps in the X-ray light curve with
the bright X-ray flare in GRB 050502B. No solid evidence of
refreshed shocks associated with flares has been observed in the
optical so far, probably due to limited time coverage of the data
or incomplete understanding of the modification to the afterglow
light curve.
The importance of well-sampled multi-wavelength data has
been demonstrated. In general, the observed afterglow emission
is consistent with displaying an achromatic temporal break.
Such a break can be interpreted as due to a collimated outflow
(jet) or the end of energy injection. However, there is a hint of
a steeper decay in the X-rays after the break. While for GRB
081008, the deviation is rather subtle, similar steeper decay in
the X-rays than in the optical has been observed for some other
events (e.g., Rykoff et al. 2006; Page et al. 2009). Using data
from GROND, UVOT, and XRT, we are able to model the SED
of the afterglow from IR to X-ray and constrain a probable
spectral break within the optical regime. As many other wellstudied bursts, the overall temporal and spectral behavior of the
afterglow is hard to explain in the frame of the standard fireball
model.
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